
Kids should be allowed to vote for leaders and have positions in
world-leading groups. Firstly, today’s children will one day be the leaders of the
world. Next, kids can deal with problems better than world leaders who have lots
of power. Kids have big imaginations which can help solve tough problems.
Adults sometimes only think about their own ideas, so they miss out on other
people’s good ideas. Kids do not really care about how much land they own,
unlike some world leaders who would sacrifice people to get more land.

Today’s children will be the leaders of the world someday, so they should
get a say in who the leaders are today. When one votes, it is important for them
to not only think about what they want, but what others want, too. Sometimes
adults only think about what they want. This is not good because the elected
candidate will be leading everyone, not just the adults that are voting. Kids may
also be selfish, but the large number of kids voting would allow more opinions to
be heard. This would make the candidate better for the community.

Kids may be able to deal with problems better than some world leaders.
People like the President of the United States, or the British Prime Minister have
lots of power. Sometimes when they get mad or have a disagreement with
another country, they will send their army to attack the other country. Kids, on the
other hand, are taught to talk out their problems. When a problem comes up,
they talk it out to resolve the problem instead of killing each other.

Kids have big imaginations which can help solve tough problems. They
can imagine solutions that adults have never thought about. According to
Berkeley News, kids are smarter at solving certain problems than adults. This is
so because kids think very creatively. Alison Gopnik, a developmental
psychologist, has an example: “My grandson Augie was chatting with his
grandfather when his grandfather told him, ‘I wish I could be a kid again.’ Augie
thought for a while and then said, ‘Maybe you could try not eating any broccoli or
green beans or healthy vegetables, and then you could go back to being small.’”
This isn’t an idea an adult would come up with, but it would make sense to a kid.
Since parents tell children to eat healthy foods to get big and strong, not eating
them should make people weaker and smaller.

https://news.berkeley.edu/2019/03/15/alisongopniklecture/


Sometimes adults do not take others’ ideas into consideration, which
is not a good thing, because they will only use their own ideas. Kids, on the
other hand, often work in teams in school, and they learn to respect
everyone’s ideas. This will help solve world problems and bring peace,
because world-leading groups will have many ideas at their disposal.

Kids do not really care about how much land they own, unlike world
leaders who would lose lives to get more land. A good example of this is
what is happening in Ukraine. President Vladimir Putin wanted Ukraine to
be part of Russia. Instead of negotiating with Ukraine, he had his army
attack it and kill soldiers and civilians alike. If a kid was in Putin’s place,
they probably would not even want more land, thus stopping the whole
war.

Something has to be done to solve some of the world's problems.
Allowing kids to vote on and participate in world-leading groups is a
possible solution to create more peace and make the world a better place.
This is an important topic and more people should know about, and
support it.


